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Abstract
This paper considers a logic  based on the modal mucalculus  for describing prop
erties of probabilistic open distributed systems and develops a modelchecking al
gorithm for determining whether or not states in nitestate probabilistic systems
satisfy formulas in the logic The central contribution of the paper is a semantics
that distinguishes between observations  the meaning of a temporal formula  and
its measure The ensuing modelchecking problem reduces to the calculation of a
particular solution to a system of nonlinear equations
  Introduction
The era of net centric computing is here fueled by easy to use applications
In the near future the number of network based applications is expected to
grow exponentially These applications mix audio video and text and conse 
quently make great demands on the network trac Consequently the even 
tual success of these applications will depend upon quality of service QoS
guarantees that can be provided to the end users Not coincidentally military
applications such as command and control have similar though even more
stringent service requirements Use of formal methods for developing and
 
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checking design specications of concurrent systems and for conformance
testing of the implementations has gained currency over the past decade
There have been several success stories reported in the literature 	 How 
ever these mathematics based techniques have been restricted to reasoning
about qualitative ie functional aspects of distributed system In this note
we will consider how specications of open distributed systems may be struc 
tured and how QoS requirements of such systems may be stated The main
contribution of this paper is a novel technique for describing the semantics
of open distributed system specications containing probabilistic information
Our semantic technique allows a precise calculation of the probability with
which a temporal property of an open distributed system holds The paper
is organized as follows
 in Section  we briey describe the specication and
requirements language for non probabilistic open distributed systems In Sec 
tions  and  we show how the specication and the requirements language
from Section  can be extended to probabilistic open distributed systems
We follow that with a comparison of our semantics with extant work We
conclude with a discussion of plans for future work
 Specifying open distributed systems and their re
quirements
In general the literature on concurrent systems distinguishes between open
systems and closed systems The former may require interaction with their
environments in order to make progress the latter are self contained Seman 
tically the dierence between these kinds of systems is reected in the mathe 
matical models developed for them Open systems are often represented using
labeled transition systems which may be thought of as nite state machines
whose transition labels represent capabilities for interaction with the environ 
ment and which are used as mathematical entities to provide semantics to
calculi based on process algebras such as CCS and CSP 	 Closed sys 
tems on the other hand are usually modeled using Kripke structures which
may be thought of as node labeled directed graphs whose vertices correspond
to system states and whose edges represent execution steps The vertex la 
bels contain information that is true of the state Typical examples of open
systems include communication protocols which require a user to invoke a
service primitive before engaging in any activity Closed systems include con 
trol systems in which a controller and the process being monitored interact
only with each other
Consider for example the communication medium of a network system
A half duplex line which takes messages at one end and sometimes delivers
it at the other end can be succinctly represented by the nite state machine
in Figure  The self loop transition from state  to state  labelled data
models the act of the communication medium which receives a data message
from the environment and drops it The sequence of transitions from state 
to  and back to  characterizes the behavior of the medium which accepts a
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Fig  An architectural view of a communication system
message from its environment and faithfully delivers it As can be observed
the machine responds to input data or ack from the environment It is this
notion of external control or external non determinism that characterizes the
open system model
Clearly the communication medium is merely a part of an whole system
which also includes a sender and a receiver One can obtain a system by
composing the three processes together The three sub systems now act in
concert with each other and present the view of a single system to an external
observer see Figure  Assuming that the sender and the receiver act as an
intermediary between the user and the communicationmedium the behavior of
the entire system is equivalent to the behavior of the communication medium
depicted in Figure 
 Probabilistic Transition Systems
In this section we will introduce the probabilistic reactive system model
which could be used for specifying and reasoning about faulty communi 

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Fig  A probabilistic characterization of faults in a lossy medium
cation medium as in our example Reactive probabilistic labeled transition
systems PLTS for short of 	 are models of probabilistic computation
These are dened with respect to xed sets Act and Prop of atomic actions
and propositions respectively The former set records the interactions the sys 
tem may engage in with its environment while the latter provides information
about the states the system may enter
De nition  A PLTS L is a tuple S    P  I where
 
s  s

  s
 
 S is a countable set of states
 
  S Act S is the transition relation
 
P 
     	 the transition probability distribution satises

X
s a s
 

P s  a  s

   f  g
for all s   S a   Act and
 
I 
 S  
Prop
is the interpretation function
Intuitively a PLTS records the operational behavior of a system with S repre 
senting the possible system states and  the execution steps enabled in dier 
ent system states each such step is labeled with an action and the intention
is that when the environment of the system enables the action the system
may engage in a transition labeled by the action When this is the case
P s  a  s

 represents the probability with which the transition s  a  s

 is se 
lected as opposed to other transitions labeled by a emanating from state s
Note that the conditions on P ensure that if s  a  s

    for some s

 then
P
s a s
 

P s  a  s

   In what follows we write s
a
 s

if s  a  s

   
Considering our running example of a faulty medium we could specify
that  of all data packets are lost by the communication medium while only
 of the ack packets are lost The dierence in error rate could be due to
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Fig 	 A PLTS  its unrolling from a state  and an observation
the fact that data packets are traditionally longer and thus have a greater
chance of being corrupted The modied specication is given in Figure 
Given such a specication we might wish to check whether it satises the
following requirement

It is always true that the probability of successfully sending a data packet
in three tries is greater than  and that the probability of successfully
sending an ack packet in two tries is greater than 
To answer this question we will have to describe a measure space over
which our logical specications are interpreted To that end we wish to
view a state in a PTLS as an experiment in the probabilistic sense with
an outcome or observation representing a resolution of all the possible
probabilistic choices of transitions the system might experience as it executes
More specically given a state in the PLTS we can unroll the PLTS into an
innite tree rooted at this state An observation would then be obtained from
this tree by resolving all probabilistic choices ie by removing all but one
edge for any given action from each node in the tree Figure  presents a
sample PLTS its unrolling from a given state and an associated observation
  PLTSs and Measure Spaces of Observations
To dene the observation trees of a PLTS we introduce partial computations
which will form the nodes of the trees
De nition  Let L  S    P  I be a PLTS Then a sequence of the form
s

a
 
 s
 
  
a
n
 s
n
is a partial computation of L if n   and for all   i  n
s
i
a
i 
 s
i 

Note that any s   S is a partial computation If   s

a
 
 s
 
  
a
n
 s
n
is a
partial computation then we dene fst to be s

and lst to be s
n
 We also
use   

 C
L
to refer to the set of all partial computations of L and take
C
L
s  f   C
L
j fst  sg for s   S We dene the following notations for
partial computations

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De nition  Let   s

a
 
 s
 
  
a
n
 s
n
and 

 s


a
 
 
 s

 
  
a
n
 
 s

n
 
be
partial computations of PLTS L  S    P  I and let a   Act
i If s
n
a
 s


then 
a
 

is the partial computation s

a
 
 s
 
  
a
n
 s
n
a

s


a
 
 
 s


  
a
n
 
 s

n
 

ii 

is a prex of  if 

 s

a
 
 s
 
  
a
i
 s
i
for some i  n
We also introduce the following terminology for sets of partial computations
De nition  Let L  S    P  I be a PLTS and let C  C
L
be a set of
computations
i C is prexclosed if for every    C and 

a prex of  

  C
ii C is deterministic if for every   

  C with   s

a
 
 s
 
  
a
n
 s
n
a
 s   
and 

 s

a
 
 s
 
  
a
n
 s
n
a
 
 s

   either a  a

or s  s


The term prex closed is standard but the notion of determinacy of sets of
partial computations deserves some comment Intuitively if two computations
in a deterministic set of partial computations share a common prex then the
rst dierence they can exhibit must involve transitions labeled by dierent
actions they cannot involve dierent transitions with the same action label
We can now dene the deterministic trees or dtrees of a PLTS L as
follows
De nition  Let L  S    P  I be a PLTS Then   T  C
L
is a dtree
if the following hold
i There exists an s   S such that T  C
L
s
ii T is prex closed
iii T is deterministic
If C is a d tree then we use rootC to refer to the s such that C  C
L
s and
edgesC to refer to the relation f  a  

 j   

  C 	 
s

  S

 
a
 sg
We use T
L
to refer to all the d trees of L and set T
L
s  fT   T
L
j
rootT   sg We call T

a prex of T if T

 T We write T
a
 T

if
frootT 
a
 

j 

  T

g  T  intuitively T

is then the subtree of T pointed
to by an a labeled edge A d tree T is nite if jT j   Finally we say that
a d tree is maximal if there exists no d tree T

with T  T

and use M
L
and
M
L
s to refer to the set of all maximal d trees of L and all maximal d trees
of L rooted at s respectively
We wish to view the maximal deterministic d trees of a PLTS as the out 
comes of the PLTS and to talk about the likelihoods of dierent sets of out 
comes In order to do this we dene a probability space over maximal d trees
rooted at a given state of L The construction of this space is very similar in
spirit to the standard sequence space construction for Markov chains 	
 we
dene a collection of basic cylindrical sets of maximal trees and use them
to build a probability space over sets of maximal trees The technical details
appear below in what follows x L  S    P  I

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A basic cylindrical subset ofM
L
s contains all trees sharing a given nite
prex
De nition  Let s   S and let T   T
L
s be nite Then B
T
M
L
s is
dened as
 B
T
 f T

  M
L
j T  T

g
We can also dene the measure of a basic cylindrical set as follows
De nition  Let T   T
L
s be nite and let B
T
be the associated ba 
sic cylindrical set Then the measure mB
T
 of B
T
is given by
 mB
T
 

 a 
 
edgesT 
P lst  a  lst


IntuitivelymB
T
 represents the proportion of all maximal d trees emanating
from the root of B
T
that have B
T
as a prex
For any given state s in L we can form the associated collection of basic
cylindrical sets B

s
consisting of sets of the form B
T
for nite T with rootT  
s We can then dene a probability space M
L
s B
s
 m
s
 as follows
De nition 	 Let s   S Then B
s
is the smallest eld of sets containing B

s
and closed with respect to denumerable unions and complementation m
s


B
s
   	 is then dened inductively as follows
m
s
B
T
mB
T

m
s

 
iI
B
i

X
iI
m
s
B
i
 for pairwise disjoint B
i
m
s
B
c
  m
s
B
It is easy to show that for any s m
s
is a probability measure over B
s
 Con 
sequently M
L
s B
s
 m
s
 is indeed a probability space We refer to a set
M M
L
s as measurable if M   B
s

 Syntax of GPL
Generalized Probabilistic Logic GPL is parameterized with respect to a set
X Y  V ar of propositional variables a set a  b  Act of actions and a set
A  Prop be a set of atomic propositions The syntax of GPL may then be
given using the following BNF like grammar where   p  
 

A j A j 
 
	 

j 
 
 

j
p
 j 
p

 

 j X j 
 
	 

j 
 
 

j hai j a	 j X j X
The operators  and  bind variables in the usual sense and one may dene the
standard notions of free and bound variables Also we refer to an occurrence
of a bound variable X in a formula as a  occurrence if the closest enclosing
binding operator for X is  and as a  occurrence otherwise GPL formulas
are required to satisfy the following additional restrictions
 they must contain
no free variables and no sub formula of the form X  X may contain
a free  occurrence  occurrence of a variable

In what follows we refer to
formulas generated from nonterminal  etc as state formulas and those gen 
erated from  as fuzzy formulas the formulas of GPL are the state formulas

In other words formulas must be alternationfree in the sense of 	

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We use   

  to represent the set of all state formulas and  

  for
the set of all fuzzy formulas In the remainder of the paper we write 	


X	
to denote the the simultaneous substitution of 	

for all free occurrences of
X in 	 We also note that although the logic limits the application of  to
atomic propositions this does not restrict the expressiveness of the logic as
we indicate later
The next subsection denes the formal semantics of GPL but the intuitive
meanings of the operators may be understood as follows Fuzzy formulas
are to be interpreted as specifying sets of observations of PLTSs which are
themselves non probabilistic trees as discussed above An observation is in
the set corresponding to the fuzzy formula if the root node of the observation
satises the formula interpreted as a traditional mu calculus formula
 so hai
holds of an observation if the root has an a transition leading to the root
of an an observation satisfying  while it satises a	 if every a transition
leads to such an observation Conjunction and disjunction have their usual
interpretation X and  X are xpoint operators describing the least
and greatest solutions respectively to the equation X   It will turn
out that any state in a given PLTS denes a probability space over observations
and that our syntactic restrictions ensure that the sets of observations dened
by any fuzzy formula are measurable in a precise sense State formulas will
then be interpreted with respect to states in PLTSs with a state satisfying a
formula of the form 
p
 if the measure of observations corresponding to the
state is at least p
 Semantics of Fuzzy Formulas
In the remainder of this section we dene the semantics of GPL formulas
with respect to a xed PLTS L  S    P  I by giving mutually recursive
denitions of a relation j
L
 S   and a function  
L

   
M
L
 The
former indicates when a state satises a state formula while the latter returns
the set of maximal d trees satisfying a given fuzzy formula In this subsection
we present  
L
 the next subsection then considers j
L
 In what follows we x
L  S    P  I
Our intention in dening  
L
 is that it return trees that interpreted
as non probabilistic labeled transition systems satisfy  interpreted as a
mu calculus formula To this end we augment  
L
with an extra environment
parameter e 
 V ar  
M
L
that is used to interpret free variables The formal
denition of  
L
is the following
De nition  The function  
L
is dened inductively as follows
 
 
L
e  
sj
L

M
L
s
 
 
L
Xe  eX
 
 
L
haie  fT j 
T


 T
a
 T

	 T

   
L
eg
 
 
L
a	e  fT j T
a
 T

 T

   
L
eg
 
 
L

 
	 

e   
L

 
e   
L


e

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 
 
L

 
 

e   
L

 
e   
L


e
 
 
L
Xe  

i
M
i
 where M

  and M
i 
  
L
eX M
i
	
 
 
L
Xe  

i
N
i
 where N

M
L
and N
i 
  
L
eX  N
i
	
When  has no free variables  e   e

for any environments e  e

 In
this case we drop the environment e and write  
L

Some comments about this denition are in order Firstly it is straight 
forward to show that the semantics of all the operators except  and  are
those that would be obtained by interpreting maximal deterministic trees as
labeled transition systems and fuzzy formulas as mu calculus formulas in the
usual style 	 Secondly because d trees are deterministic it follows that if
T    
L
hai then T    
L
a	 Finally the denitions we have given for 
and  dier from the more general accounts that rely on the Tarski Knaster
xpoint theorem However because of the alternation free restriction we
impose on our logic and the fact that d trees are deterministic the meanings
of X and X are still least and greatest xpoints in the usual sense
We close this section by remarking on an important property of  
L
 For
a given s   S let  
L s
   
L
 M
L
s be the maximal d trees from s
satisfying  We have the following
Theorem  For any s   S and      
L s
 is measurable
 Semantics of State Formulas
We now dene the semantics of state formulas by dening the relation j
L

De nition  Let L  S    P  I be a PLTS Then j
L
is dened induc 
tively as follows
 
s j
e
L
A i A   Is
 
s j
e
L
A i A   Is
 
s j
e
L

 
	 

i s j 
 
and s j 


 
s j
e
L

 
 

i s j 
 
or s j 


 
s j
e
L

p
 i m
s
 
L s
e  p
 
s j
e
L

p
 i m
s
 
L s
e  p
An atomic proposition is satised by a state if the proposition is a member
of the propositional labeling of the state Conjunction and disjunction are
interpreted in the usual manner while a state satises a formula 
p
 i
the measure of the observations of  rooted at s exceeds p and similarly for

p

 Properties of the Semantics
We close this section by remarking on some of the properties of GPL The rst
shows that the modal operators for fuzzy formulas enjoy certain distributivity
laws with respect to the propositional operators
Lemma  For a PLTS L fuzzy formulas 
 
and 

and a   Act we have

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i  
L
hai
 
 

   
L
hai
 
 hai


ii  
L
a	
 
 

   
L
a	
 
 a	


iii  
L
hai
 
	 

   
L
hai
 
	 hai


iv  
L
a	
 
	 

   
L
a	
 
	 a	


v  
L
a	
 
	 hai

   
L
hai
 
	 


That a	 distributes over  and hai over 	 is due to the determinacy of d trees
Based on Theorem  and the denition of  
L
 the next lemma also holds
Lemma  Let s   S a   Act and  
 
  

   Then we have the
following
m
s
 
L

 
 

m
s
 
L

 
 !m
s
 
L


m
s
 
L

 
	 

 
m
s
 
L
hai
X
s a s
 

P s  a  s

 m
s
 
 
L
 
m
s
 
L
a	







m
s
 
L
hai if s  a  s

    for some
s

 otherwise

Finally although our logic only allows a restricted form of negation we do
have the following
Lemma  Let L  S    P  I be a PLTS with s   S and let  and  be
fuzzy and state formulas respectively Then there exist formulas neg and
neg such that
 
L s
neg M
L
s 
L s
 and s j
L
neg s j
L

Proof Follows from the duality of 	" a	"hai " and 
p
"
 p
  
 Expressiveness of GPL
In this section we will compare our interpretation of GPL with a similar eort
by Huth and Kwiatkowska 	 who develop a notion of quantitative model
checking 	 in which one calculates the likelihood with which a system state
satises a formula The basis for their approach lies in a semantics for the
modal mu calculus that assigns probabilities rather than truth values to
assertions about states in a PLTS In this section we briey review their ap 
proach oer a criticism of it and show how GPL provides a principled means
of remedying the criticism
The syntax of their logic coincides with the semantics of our fuzzy formulas
with the following exceptions
  they allow negation although in such a way
that negations can be eliminated in the usual manner  the only atomic
propositions are tt true and   false  no use of the probabilistic
quantiers 
p
and 
p
is allowed They then present three semantics for
the logic that dier only in their interpretation of conjunction Each interprets
formulas as functions mapping states to numbers in   	 formally given PLTS

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L 		
L

 S    	 represents the interpretation of formula  What follows
presents the relevant portions of these semantics
tt		
L
s  
hai		
L
s 
X
s
 
s a
P s  a  s

  		
L
s



 
	 

		
L
s  f
 
		
L
s  

		
L
s
The meanings of the other boolean and modal operators may be obtained using
dualities eg a			
L
s    hai		 while the meanings of xed points
may be obtained using the usual Tarski Knaster construction The semantics
of 	 contains a parameter f  	 provides three dierent instantiations of f 
i fx  y  minx  y
ii fx  y  x  y
iii fx  y  maxx! y    
Each unfortunately has its drawbacks The rst two fail to validate some ex 
pected logical equivalences for example it not the case that tt is equivalent to
 The authors refer to the third as a fuzzy interpretation and indicate
that it is intended only to provide a lower approximation on probabilities
real probabilities are therefore not calculated
GPL permits a similar interpretation to be attached to the mu calculus
but in such a way that exact probabilities may be assigned to formulas Con 
sider the function 		
GPL
L
given by

		
GPL
L
s  m
s
 
L

One can show that this interpretation preserves much of the semantics of Huth
and Kwiatkowska in particular Lemmas  and  show that this denition
attaches the same interpretations to the modalities It is also the case that
expected logical equivalences hold and that this interpretation yields a prob 
ability with a precise measure theoretic interpretation Finally it should be
easy to observe that our logic coincides with probabilistic bisimulation 	 # a
property not true of Huth and Kwiatkowska$s interpretation
 Concluding Remarks
We have presented a uniform framework for dening temporal logics on re 
active probabilistic transition systems Our approach is based on using the
modal mu calculus to dene measurable sets of observations of such systems
We have showed that our logic is expressive enough to encode two dierent
existing temporal logics and we have also demonstrated that it may be used
to rectify an infelicity in a third A model checking procedure for this logic
can be found in 	
An important issue for future work is that of applying our logic to more
general transition systems for example the transition systems of 	 and es 
tablishing its relation to probabilistic automata	 Such an extension would

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allow us to deal with probabilistic models that are closed under the com 
position operator a property lacking in our probabilistic labelled transition
system
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